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INT. CAFE - PLAYHOUSE SET - DAY

The set suggests: cafe. But not convincingly. Obviously a 
stage. Minimal. With cartoonish fixtures: blocky scrap wood 
and cardboard. 

High contrast lighting. Framed in darkness. Dramatic. 

The barista, the other customers, also cardboard, life-sized 
cutouts. Painted on by a middle school production.

DUMMY, 27, male. Enters. He’s real. All heart, no sense.

Dummy sits. Cortado. Eight books. Three for reading, five for 
writing.

Music plays. Themes to repeat. Along with the bustle of a 
real cafe.

Dummy hovers with a pen over the page. Half a dozen false 
starts to put words down.

He finally writes “I’ll never love again.” And draws a 
BLEEDING HEART WITH AN X THROUGH IT.

JINGLE (bell). The cafe door opens. Dummy looks up to see--

CLUMSY, 27, female. The only other real person. Computer. 
Midi controller keyboard. Bag of noise makers. Big head 
phones.

She collects her latte. Finds a table. Immediately dives into 
work. Working feverishly. Recording honks and groans.

Instantly and ridiculously love stricken. Dummy’s eyes are 
glued to Clumsy. 

She feels it. Clumsy meets his gaze and gives eyes back. And 
a smile to boot.

Too much! Dummy is shy. He averts his eyes. Diving into his 
bag to pull out a 6th writing book. This one he tears a page 
from to begin scribbling a note to Clumsy.

Clumsy takes off her coat, revealing her RED FLAGS. She wears 
them like a sash.

Dummy pauses. Unsure. Reconsiders. 

DUMMY
(silent film Intertitle)

?

Nah. Ignore it. He continues his note writing.
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INT. CAFE - PLAYHOUSE SET - LATER

Crumpled notes pile up next to Dummy like a little mountain. 
Last page in this notebook. 

“To the girl with the big headphones. (Big Heart drawing) - 
Dummy.”

CRUMPLE.

No good. Last page gone.

Dummy sighs and puts his belongings in his bag. Resigned to 
resign. Preparing to leave.

PLUNK.

Clumsy drops a note she’s written in front of Dummy.

Dummy unfolds the note:

“(Big Heart drawing) - Clumsy.”

Dummy reels with love. Pulling the letter to his chest and 
falling back into his pile of scrap.

He rolls around back and forth and giggles like a psychotic 
fool.

Then it occurs to him. She’s left.

He snatches up his bag, his LAST CRUMPLED NOTE, and rushes 
out the cafe.

EXT. CITY PARK - REAL WORLD - DAY

Clumsy is skipping along. Saying hello to all the marionette 
and puppet animals and things: geese and dogs, pigeons and 
rats, piles of trash, lurking psychopaths in the bushes, 
demons in the sewers.

Dummy sees her from afar. Runs to catch up.

A ROLLER SKATER skates past. Dummy doesn’t really take 
notice.

Dummy’s focused on catching up with Clumsy. It is a long 
ways. He’s out of breath by the time he reaches her.

GRAB.

Firm hand on her shoulder.
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Clumsy recoils. Shuddering with a moment of real fear. A 
sudden and worrying reaction. 

SLOW-MO terror

Forcing her way through the petrified state. Trying to turn 
towards her “aggressor”.

Nightmare. Everything is dark and evil. Tears spill from her 
imprisoned eyes.

And FREED

She see’s Dummy and is released. Just as quickly happy and in 
love again. Moving at normal speed. 

Dummy looks like an idiot though. Hunched over. Hands on his 
knees. Shortening his diaphragm. To regain his breath.

He looks up. He pulls the crumpled note from his pocket and 
hands it to her. 

She uncrumples it and sees:

“To the girl with the headphones. (Big Heart drawing) - 
Dummy.”

Ok.

Smiling. Clumsy takes Dummy’s hand and leads him through the 
park. Off trail into the woods. To an old tree. With a HOLE 
at it’s base.

PLUNK!

Clumsy dives into the hole.

Dummy is more cautious. He sticks his head in. Comes back 
out. 

Clumsy pokes her head back out. Reaches out to Dummy. He 
takes her hand and dives in with her. 

INT. UNDERGROUND - PLAYHOUSE SET - CONTINUOUS

Another dark room with theatrical lighting. This one is 
empty. Just Dummy and Clumsy.

They stand there face to face.

Dummy is still a bit nervous. He looks at his shoes instead 
of Clumsy. Glancing up, here and there. She remains with her 
fixed gaze.
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He reaches behind him. Pulls out a cardboard painted donut.

She takes it. Not really wanting it. Pulls off a small chunk 
and tosses the rest behind her.

He pulls a cardboard pizza from behind him.

She reels with excitement. Jumping up and down. Then hugging 
the pizza.

She pulls out some cardboard cocktails from behind her. He 
tosses them back. Both his and hers.

She frowns.

She pulls out a cardboard six pack of beers.

He pulls out a giant cardboard handle of whiskey.

She pulls out a cardboard image of them cuddling.

He pulls out a cardboard image of their first kiss.

DUMMY
(silent film Intertitle)

Adventure?

Clumsy nods her head with feverish excitement.

CLUMSY
(silent film Intertitle)

Take me on an adventure!

Dummy pulls out a cardboard cruise ship.

Pshaw. Clumsy pulls out a climbing scene.

Scary. Dummy pulls out Disneyland.

Gross. Clumsy pulls out Camping.

Gross. Dummy pulls out a Glamping scene.

Sissy. Clumsy pulls out Muay Thai lessons.

Ouch. Dummy pulls out Thai massages.

Come on man. Clumsy pulls out skydiving.

Oooh. Dummy pulls out hot air ballooning.

Fine. Clumsy pulls out Farmer’s Market.

Ok. Dummy pulls out Ikea.
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Might as well. Clumsy pulls out Home Depot.

Woof. Dummy pulls out Bed Bath and Beyond.

They’re both getting a little tired. They sit on chairs.

Clumsy pulls out cardboard cut outs of her friends.

Dummy pulls out his parents.

Clumsy pulls out her ex boyfriends.

Dummy pulls out his ex girlfriend. Clumsy throws his ex 
across the room.

Dummy pulls out a giant cardboard key to his apartment.

Clumsy pulls out loads of stuff she’s moving in with.

Dummy pulls out a cardboard cat.

Clumsy pulls out two giant cardboard dogs.

They’re looking at each other with so much love. Overcome, 
they break into song:

DUMMY
(lip sync)

One song. I have but one song. One 
song only for you.

CLUMSY
(lip sync)

One heart. Tenderly beating. Ever 
entreating. Constant and true.

DUMMY
(lip sync)

One love that has possessed me.

CLUMSY
(lip sync)

One love thrilling me through.

DUMMY
(lip sync)

One song.

CLUMSY
(lip sync)

My heart keeps singing.
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DUMMY & CLUMSY
(lip sync)

Of one love. Only for you.

Clumsy rushes in. Breaking the physical distance. Kissing 
Dummy. Dummy pulls her in tight for the longest embrace.

Their kissing explodes in passionate face smashing and 
licking.

Clumsy goes to unzip Dummy’s jacket.

He moves her hands around his body instead.

Their kissing continues. She tries for his jacket again.

Dummy pulls away. But she has his zipper in hand.

ZIPPPP!

She reveals an enormous RED FLAG.

Clumsy stops in her tracks. Frozen again. Mortified by what 
she’s found.

Dummy is frozen to. He gestures to try and explain.

DUMMY
(silent film Intertitle)

It’s not mine.

Clumsy takes a step back. 

Dummy reaches towards her with a hand.

Clumsy recoils. As if he were trying to hit her.

She rushes off stage.

Dummy is left with all the cardboard cut outs.

EXT. PARK - REAL WORLD - MOMENTS LATER

Clumsy is crying. Ignoring the puppet ducks and dogs and 
pigeons and rats and crazy lurkers who try to console her.

Ignoring the ROLLER SKATING COUPLE who pass by.

Dummy comes chasing after her with all the cardboard memories 
in his arms.

Music: “I Know you Tried” piano rolls start in.
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Dummy stops just short of Clumsy and pleads.

Clumsy falls back in horror like Dummy is trying to kill her.

He stops with all the cardboard in his arms. Barely able to 
hold it all.

She cries and balls up on the ground.

Dummy drops all his cardboard memories. It is too much for 
Dummy. To see his love so scared of him.

He sits on the ground.

The puppets console Clumsy. She pushes them away at first. 
But finally looks up, noticing them. The crazy lurker puppet 
takes her hand. They walk off together.

What?

Dummy is left alone with his pile.

He shoves all the memories into his jacket. Each one 
magically disappears in there. An endless container.

The last scrap is Clumsy’s cafe letter.

Music: the verse.

DUMMY
(lip sync)

Loved me. 
You never really loved me. 
I know that you tried. 
I see the diamonds in the rough.

He eats the cardboard donut. And shoves the letter burn into 
his jacket.

INT. CAFE - PLAYHOUSE SET - DAY

Same cafe. Same cardboard barista and customers.

Dummy sits. Cortado. More books than before.

Dummy hovers with his pen.

JINGLE (bell). Cafe door opens.

SUNNY, 30, female. The only other real person. Collects her 
latte. Sets down her sketchbook.
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Sunny draws people in the cafe. She notices Dummy staring. 
She meets his gaze and gives eyes back. And a smile to boot.

Dummy smiles. Then frowns. Remembering. He scans Sunny. No 
red flags to be seen. 

He smiles again. She smiles back. Then his smile disappears. 
Remembering. 

He looks under his own jacket. His red flag is still there.

Sunny is busy writing Dummy a note. She finishes it. Pleased 
with her handy work. She looks up to where Dummy was. Ready 
to deliver. Gone! He’s darted out the door.

Sunny wipes her tears with her red flag handkerchief and 
sings a short song:

SUNNY
(lip sync)

He’s gone again. 
My dream boyfriend. 
And I don’t even know who you are.

EXT. SUBURBAN STREETS - REAL WORLD - DAY

Dummy continues Sunny’s song:

DUMMY
(lip sync)

Though the sky is clear. 
It’s cloudy here. 
It’s been so long since 
I’ve seen the stars.

Music continues, but changes key. 

We follow Dummy as he walks through the suburban streets of 
Los Angeles.

DUMMY (CONT'D)
(lip sync)

All I see are hurt folks. 
So wounded, still bleeding. 

Dummy passes men and women on the street. Taking note of 
every red flags. Some out on the open. Others hidden under 
shirts or jackets.

DUMMY (CONT'D)
(lip sync)

Dashed these dreams 
(MORE)
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DUMMY (CONT'D)
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Prince Charming. 
Gone courtship, no trying.

It’s sunny out, but a very targeted stream of rain begins 
falling on Dummy’s head.

DUMMY (CONT'D)
(lip sync)

Rain falls on. 
This pain. This pain.
It all keeps on. 
Remains. Insane.
On and on. On and on. Ahn.

The rain stops. Dummy turns off the street onto a dirt path.

EXT. PATH TO LA RIVER - CONTINUOUS

DUMMY
(lip sync)

I’m the same, I’m wounded. 
Live frightened, of harming.

Dummy unzips his jacket and pulls his red flag out into the 
open. 

DUMMY (CONT'D)
(lip sync)

Makes me plain and boring. 
Live hidden, forgotten. 

EXT. LA RIVER - CONTINUOUS

Walking by the river. The rain starts in again.

DUMMY
(lip sync)

Rain falls on. 
This pain. This pain.
It all keeps on. 
Remains. Insane.
On and on. On and on. Ahn.

Music ends. Rain ends.

Dummy sees a man roller skating in the dry river bed. 
VICTORY, 20’s, androgynous. RED SKATES. He’s not very good, 
but he’s practicing hard.

Dummy quickly hides his red flag. Zipping his jacket up 
tight.

DUMMY (CONT'D)
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A handful of talented skaters (LA Roller Girls?) skate 
through. They wave at Victory. Give him encouraging pats on 
the back and continue on.

None of them seem to have red flags on.

Victory takes a break. He scrambles up and sits on the same 
embankment as Dummy. 

Victory pull a young coconut from his bag. Drinks.

Noticing Dummy, Victory offers the coconut. Holding it up.

Dummy looks around. Me? Then waves his hand “no thanks.”

Victory gets back to practicing.

Dummy just watches.

Spin. Fall. Spin. Fall. Spin. Fall.

EXT. LA RIVER - DUSK

Victory takes another break. Pulls a second pair of skates 
from his bag. Holds them up in Dummy’s direction.

VICTORY
(silent film Intertitle)

Wanna try?

Dummy shakes his head.

DUMMY
(silent film Intertitle)

No thanks.

VICTORY
(silent film Intertitle)

What do you have to lose?

Dummy sheepishly shows a bit of his red flag from inside his 
jacket.

DUMMY
(silent film Intertitle)

I can’t. See?

Victory laughs. Then pulls a bit of tattered red flag from 
his pocket. Showing Dummy.

Dummy is surprised. Then really sad. Big frown. Tears start 
to form in his eyes.
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Victory laughs harder.

VICTORY
(silent film Intertitle)

No, no. Watch.

Victory bunches up the red flag in his hand. Squeezing 
tightly. Kneeding and squeezing. Pressing and compressing. 
Until it’s no longer a red flag at all. It is a TOE STOP.

Victory tosses the toe stop to Dummy. Dummy looks at it 
curiously.

Victory points to the toe stop on his skate.

Victory takes off his skates. Leaves the river embankment to 
a tent that is poorly hidden in the bushes. A RED TENT.

Victory puts his skates inside. Pulls out some firewood and 
carries it to a firepit.

Dummy walks to the tent. Feeling the fabric. Matching it to 
his own. It’s a whole tent made of Red Flags?

He looks inside. There are half a dozen pairs of red skates!

Dummy is overcome with sorrow. Tears well up again.

INTERTITLE: CRASH!

Down in the dry river bed, HOPE, 20’s, splayed out on her 
belly. Having taken a massive spill. 

She skates on a single RED ROLLER SKATE. Sports an awesome 
but tattered dress. Half a red flag worn proudly like a super 
hero cape.

Victory steps up from his work on the firepit to go help.

Hope waves--

HOPE
(silent film Intertitle)

I’m ok.

She smiles with a thumbs up.

Then springs up to her one tennis shoe, and her one roller 
skate. She skater pushes, trying to go as fast as she can. 
She takes another big spill.

Then laughs hysterically.
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HOPE (CONT'D)
(silent film Intertitle)

Ha ha ha ha ha!

Dummy steps away from the tent and walks back down towards 
the bank. Joining Victory by the fire.

Hope skates over. Struggling up the embankment to the two 
boys.

Victory hands both Dummy and Hope a glass of water.

They all sit by the fire.

Hope takes off her red flag cape. And tears a section of it 
off. 

The back of the flag hides a cardboard cutout of a scary 
looking man wearing a bear costume.

It hurts Hope to look at it. She begins smooshing the flag up 
in her hand like Victory had done before. Smooshing and 
pressing and crying and kneeding and squeezing.

As she does this Victory nudges Dummy to look at his flag.

Dummy is embarrassed. He kind of looks. Half heartedly. 
Scared of what he might find.

Victory nudges him more. Dummy tears his flag off and throws 
it down to his side.

Hope is finished smooshing. She opens her hand a wheel is 
there.

Victory claps for her.

She pulls out a pouch of all the stuff she’s made. Almost 
everything needed for a full skate.

She puts on the wheel. But she doesn’t have a nut to hold it 
on. She shows Victory that the wheel just comes off.

Victory laughs and shrugs.

Still Hope is beaming with happiness.

She tries to skate down the embankment. But the wheel 
immediately spins off and she falls. 

She laughs hysterically. Collects the wheel. And comes 
crawling back up the embankment to Victory and Dummy.

She nudges Dummy to look at his flag again.
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Dummy is reluctant but will do anything for a woman.

He holds a section of the flag. Turns it over seeing the 
cardboard cutout. He sees something. We do not. Dummy begins 
welling up.

Victory and Hope make a smooshing gesture.

No! Dummy holds the flag protectively to his chest. Turns 
away.

Victory goes back to tending the fire. Hope pats Dummy on the 
back and gives a reassuring smile. Then goes back to the 
river to continue practicing on her partial skates.

Dummy is left with his red flag. And the memory.

He stares into the fire. And begins singing:

DUMMY
(lip sync)

I cried to God why 
cause her pain? 
Demand to have eyes. 
See the plan. 
How did our love, turn and become: 
dark, hurt, lost?

Dummy gets up and begins walking the river.

DUMMY (CONT'D)
(lip sync)

What terrible curse. 
I’m seen as beast. 
When I offer care. 
It cuts the strings. 
How did our love, turn and become: 
dark, hurt, lost?

Entering into the wild growth of trees, bushes, and animals. 
Even amongst this manmade river. 

DUMMY (CONT'D)
(lip sync)

But in the trees there, 
the subtle breeze. 
In the eyes of birds, 
the grasses breathe. 
Might this become, turn and again: 
grow, wake, rest. 

The music shifts. 
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DUMMY (CONT'D)
(lip sync)

I saw your best. 
I felt your best. 
I was your heart. So 

Dummy begins smooshing. Not angry. Sincere.

DUMMY (CONT'D)
(lip sync)

goodbye, goodbye, goodbye, goodbye. 
Goodbye, goodbye, goodbye, goodbye. 
Goodbye, goodbye, goodbye, goodbye. 
Goodbye, goodbye, goodbye, goodbye.

The song ends. Dummy opens his hand. Inside is a nut.

BLACK

EXT. LA RIVER - DAY

SERIES OF SHOTS

Dummy places the nut in Hope’s hand. 

She puts it on her skate.

Victory pulls two pairs of skates from his tent.

Everyone laces up.

EXT. LA RIVER TRAIL - DAY

Dummy, Victory, and Hope skate together down the river trail. 
Bombing the hills.

Victory with his hidden scraps.

Hope with her tattered cape.

Dummy with his big red flag cape.
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